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From Aggressors: Ancient Rome Wiki This article is a stub. You can help Aggressors: Ancient Rome Wiki by expanding it. This page will serve as a basic guide for Aggressors: Ancient Rome. Feel free to edit this guide with all the tips, tricks and suggestions! Basic Gameplay[Edit | Quelle bearbeiten]
Controls[edit | edit source] Control Key Control Key Key Next unit Spacebar Self-heal End turn Enter Recover Go to G Alert Cancel move Q Move camera further Ctrl - Attack T Move camera closer Ctrl + Wait E Move map left left arrow or A Build inside B Move map right right arrow or D Build facility Ctrl B
Move map up arrow or W Heal inside X Move map down arrow X Zoom in + Zug V Zoom out - Verbessern You Ctrl V Aggressors Library F1 Emergency Aid Z Open State Window F2 Fortify F External Relations Window F3 Loading Unit H Strategic Overview Window F4 Unload All Ctrl U List of Reports
F5 Discharge Unit U Target Card F6 Unloading Attack Str T Map Element Detail Window F7 Build road R Apply Player Color Overlay F8 Build farm I Apply Terrain color overlay Ctrl F8 Upgrade inside Y Supply Area9 Quicksave F10 Sleep Ctrl E Quick Load F11 Destroy Bridge Make Screenshot F12
(Saved To: Start&gt;Cuba Software&gt;Screenshots) Construction Bridge Next Song Ctrl Right Arrow Repair Bridge Previous Song Ctrl Left Arrow Change the Research Stop music Player Ctrl Down Change Down Arrow Change Government Change Song Ctrl Up Arrow Change Capital Topview Tab Sell
L Switch Standard Action Ctrl Destroy Unit Center on Unit C Modify Specialization N Skip Enemy Moves Spacebar Destroy Road Stop The Movements of the Enemy edit source] See also[edit | edit source] Release Date System Requirements Of Aggressor: Ancient Rome is a turn-based 4X strategy
game that takes you back to the ancient world. You can manage all aspects of your empire: war, trade, domestic politics, diplomacy, cultural development. Play to your strengths, beware of your weaknesses. The ancient world is brutal, for the vanquished will not be given grace. Vae victis! Aggressors:
Ancient Rome is a mixture of deep gameplay and rich historical taste and lets you relive history as the ruler of one of the powerful civilizations of the Mediterranean world. Will you bring fame to Rome and conquer the Mare Nostrum? Will you build an immortal trading empire with Carthage? Will you bring
the light of Athens into the world? Or maybe you will restore Pharaoh's rule? Choose one of twenty available factions and conquer the world. RICH HISTORICAL FLAVOR Many time and many sleepless nights were spent in historical research in an attempt to create a real historical sense for the game The
game's systems are tailored to a faithful representation of history. A WORLD, THE ALIVE Twenty factions, from the migration of barbaric tribes to advanced empires interacting with each other through an extremely detailed diplomatic system. Use more than ten available Agreements, including the ability
to form federations and confederations, as well as to influence nations and provinces within your sphere of influence. REAL STRATEGIC DECISIONS Experience the incredibly deep combat system, where each unit has its abilities and characteristics, and the terrain really influences the outcome of the
war in a meaningful way. The morale of the army and the supply system are crucial and must be taken into account. You need all your deception and strategic mastery to triumph on the battlefield. DETAILED POLITICAL &amp; ECONOMICAL REPRESENTATION Govern your empire by managing your
domestic politics and developing your economy. Set up trade routes to reap wealth, ensure the loyalty of your citizens, demographic, technological research, internal reforms, manage laws... the tools at your disposal are endlessly and seamlessly integrated with each other. Citizens are reacting to the
current situation and can move to other places if they are not happy. CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN WORLD You have complete freedom: you can choose to start with an advanced nation surrounded by newer civilizations, or you can choose to start as a young tribe, ready to take over an older and decadent
empire... or you can decide to randomize the map completely and play in a randomly generated world. You have a choice! EASY TO LEARN Aggressors is very easy to learn thanks to the extremely clear tutorial and tool tips. Gradually immerse yourself in the game and explore all available options. ©
2018 Slitherine Ltd. All rights reserved. Aggressors: Ancient Rome, Slitherine Ltd. and its logos are trademarks of Slitherine Ltd. All other trademarks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Developed by Kubat Software and Slitherine. Game systems tailored to a faithful depiction of
history Twenty factions More than ten available diplomatic agreements Incredibly deep combat system, With each unit with their capabilities and features, and terrain really affect the war result in a meaningful way Extremely clear tutorial and tool tipsOS Windows 7 or later CPU Dual Core 2.0GHz RAM
2GB RAM Video DirectX 9 class GPU with 1GB VRAM HDD 1500MB hard drive Aggressors Ancient Rome is a 4x (explore, expand, exploit and wipe out) strategy game distributed by Kubat software. Many 4x games have been released over the years over several genres, including human development
from antiquity to the space age (civilization), development of space faring civilizations (Master of Orion, Space Empires) and fantasy settings (Warlock; Age of Wonders; Fallen Sorceress). Aggressors enter a crowded 4x field, both the old school favourites and the latest publications. My review is based on
more than a hundred and ten hours of playtime and a cover-to-cover reading of the 225-page manual. Aggressors has two complete games under the hood, each starting at the beginning Scramble game and starting a game in the Mediterranean in 282BC with twenty unequal opponents from advanced
civilizations (Carthage, Ptolemaic Empire, Rome, Athens) to barbaric tribes. Both the Scramble starting game and the 20-opponent game 282BC were played until the end. The game is stable and I only experienced a crash on a one-year-old Falcon Northwest Talon playing. I received a review copy of the
game. That's my short take. Aggressors is a highly polished 4x game that focuses on the battle of the ancient world. Combat AI does an excellent job on a tactical level and excellent work on certain types of cards at a strategic level. Aggressors contain a traditional 4x Scramble for power on the bottom of
the tech tree. But it also includes a complicated 20 opponents complex opening game set in the Mediterranean at 282BC. Remarkably, both games work very well. What are 4x games? Most 4x games have five common elements. They start in an almost unknown world map with only a tiny scouted part.
The rest of the game world is covered by a fog of war and units must explore the world map. Players expand from their original tiny operation by building new cities, bases, or colonies on new planets, depending on their settings. Card resources such as gold must be used by the player to enable
population growth and build new or better units. Your faction's research develops new technologies that improve your units, provide entire new unit classes (such as activating a navy or creating warp points), enabling better resource exploitation, or enabling faster population growth. Other kingdoms must
be exterminated in order to gain dominion. Traditionally, a player starts in 4x games with a single city or base and a handful of units. Players explore, expand, use resources and hopefully destroy their opponents. 4x games vary significantly on the emphasis on building your empire through resource
exploitation and research compared to a combat focus. Many 4x games have several means to achieve victory, including a research victory, winning by cultural progress or most often winning by conquering all rivals. Aggressors as traditional 4x game aggressors offers good flexibility in setting up your 4x



game world. Players can adjust the size of the playing card; if the map is all islands or land mass; the overall climate; the number and spread of opponents; the level of start-up technology; if there are independent (non-expansionist) cities; and the overall level of difficulty. Even better, after nine Scramble
start games, I never met a computer opponent with a hopeless starting position that would expand I've played at dozens or more 4x games and this is the first that doesn't routinely start at least one faction in an impossible position. This is an impressive programming performance. But it is even more
flexibility built into the gameWorld election model. Players can start at the traditional 4x position at the bottom of the technology tree with two weak units and no city. You can also play the game with a Large city, several advanced units and half of the tech tree completed. Starting points between these two
extremes are available. Resource wealth and the geographical concentration of resources is another world design option. Other launch options include the ease of trading, the ease of alliances, and the military aggression of your opponents. The level of player advantage/disadvantage can be optimized on
a sliding scale. Finally, the victory options (military superiority; technological dominance; country development) are chosen by the player. These world selection tools are well designed and can be carefully customized by the player to provide a game world ranging from a cake walk to dominance to a
fucking but brave band. There are five map resources: stone, iron, gold, coal, wood and food (produced via soil fertility and citizens). Your population generates three additional resources: knowledge, citizens and influence. All eight resources are tradable and all can limit the growth of your empire. About
a dozen improvements can be added to your cities, with only one or two available at the bottom of the tech tree. Urban expansions improve defense, protect against natural disasters, revolts or foreign bribes, or enable the production of various base units. I found aggressors required a lot more thought
about resource use than most other 4x games. The location in the city is particularly important for wood production. Your resource base (including the number of citizens) limits the size of your military. After all, the number of resources needed for a cultural victory makes it almost impossible for a player to
achieve both a culture and a military victory. The city's micro-management is not overwhelming. There is a sliding scale that determines central government support for the birth rate. Towards the end of the scale, your citizens are fertile and cost huge amounts of stone, iron, wood and gold. At the other
end of the scale, the population is stagnating, but the resources are plentiful to build up your military (until you run out of citizens to fill the ranks). Compared to the Civilization series, the number of city accesses is relatively limited. City improvements don't stack up, so you don't have to track the
infrastructure specifications for each city. In summary, little game time was spent on micro-management of urban development. There are a limited number of unit types. In the course of your research, a handful of additional base units will become available. For example, across all nations, there are only
three naval units (boat, galley, trireme) and may participate in combat and transport land units. Nations can build a maximum of four different types of infantry units (barbaric nations have only three). Depending on the nation, either three or four base cavalry units can be built in the endgame. The nations
differ on the preferred battle ground for their units. Barbaric units are the best in the forest. Desert nations fight best on the sand and in the lowlands. Only a few nations, especially Rome, can Units that operate over a slightly wider terrain spectrum. Although the total number of military units available in the
Endgame is small, the number of unit expansions is huge. At the end of the technology tree, you can add up to ten different extensions to a generic land unit. Each expansion costs resources and production time. Even at the start of the game, players can add two or three improvements to each unit.
During the game, players decide whether they want an army consisting of a few highly qualified and powerful units; more units with a small number of improvements; many units without improvements; a few specialized shock troops with associated cannon fodder; or a combination of them. If you are
training a mixed combat force, be sure to disable automatic unit naming for quick identification of key units. At the heart of a 4x game is the opposing AI. A good AI should be able to expand an enemy's stock, research logically, make good decisions about urban and troop upgrades, and fight wisely both
strategically and tactically. AI is largely outstanding. Your enemies will ruthlessly expand on both a single land mass and colonizing islands. The strategic and tactical combat AI is excellent once an enemy is established on a land mass. I've seen AI pull damaged units out of a battle, heal them, and return
them to battle. I've seen AI begin infantry attacks, followed by a wave of mounted exploitation attacks. The AI can and will attack enemies until they are wiped out from the map. The only glaring weakness of AI is the inability to launch coordinated amphibious attacks in the middle until late play. The AI has
not mastered loading 3+ troop ships for an overwhelming amphibious attack. But on a large landmass, AI can and will bring a solid military strategy. Aggressor has seven difficulty settings. In the third set I lost three of nine opening games. Games are much more difficult when a single continent game is
chosen regardless of the difficulty of the game. If the player chooses a nation other than Rome, it is even harder to win. Rome has several troop advantages. Your launch unit is a 2/2/2 (attack/defense/movement). The first researched upgrade results in a 3/3/3 unit. Upgrade two offers a 4/4/2. But legions
are a 6/5/2 with all the others (I think), limited to a 4/4/3 max land strength. The naval units do not differ from country to country. Some nations fight better in the desert or in the forest, but in the endgame is the Roman heartland power better than all other nations. If you play Rome in a Scramble start, if
you can survive until the late game, you win. If you want a really challenging game, don't take the default choice of Rome and play on a single land mass. Aggressors Game Macros Aggressors has the best 4x macro interface I've ever met. You can easily highlight each resource individually (color-coded
for output), each unit type, and each city. More remarkably, you can use the map macros to (or combination of extensions) for each city and unit. All of this works on an intuitive basis. Let me give you two examples. Take coal. You can use the strategy map to locate each coal mine. Mine productivity is
color-coded on a sliding scale. You can quickly identify any low-productivity mine. Click Outlier Mines to determine productivity details. Productivity can be improved by road connections to a city or blacksmith. The map also shows the degree of coal consumption by each city and unit in an easy-to-capture
color chart. A few clicks easily determines where your coal comes from if there are any overlooked options to boost coal production, which consumes your coal. If necessary, you can click on excess coal with structures to sell it quickly and end the coal shortage. My second map macro example uses cities.
Trade is an important early addition to a city. With the trade, each city becomes a net gold producer. In one game I had 75 cities in Carthage. You can go to the strategic map and click cities. All are indicated by a dot on the map. Then turn on the trading box. All cities without the trade improvement
disappear. Click again on Trade, make a note of the change, and then click the map point for each city without improving the trade. This brings the city menu to the point and you can start building the trade improvement where necessary. I didn't have to click on all 75 cities, nor did I have to look at a city
menu that lists each city with tiny icons that represent improvements. Instead, the strategic macro map allowed me to quickly locate what I was trying to find. The same process works for units, including specific combinations of unit improvements. With aggressors, you won't be fruitlesslooking for your
troop transports that have been forgotten in a quiet sector. The game itself can be easily changed with a few clicks. This goes far beyond adjusting the music volume or setting up the game world. For example, with the right contract negotiations, you get information about an ally's units including
movement and combat at every turn. When you see this, you have an excellent perspective on what's going on with allied countries and trading partners, but in the 20 Nation 282BC opening game until mid-game it took about 10 minutes to show what happens during the Is turn. I went into the game
menu, clicked on Show ally movement box and now game turns took less than 60 seconds to to end. The 282BC Start Game The second Aggressors game is set in the Mediterranean world with a start date of 282 BC. There are 20 nations on the map and all can be played. Little Greece has five nations.
Anatolia has four nations. The Balkans add a few more. The outskirts of the world are populated by several barbaric tribes. Unless the simplest game settings are chosen, it may be impossible to win the game with some of the barbaric nations or one of the tiny Greek or Balkan nations surrounded by
enemies. The best comparison I have with the Mediterranean Game is the Hearts of Iron series. You can play Poland, but you probably can't win, play Poland without playing on a very simple game setting. But the fighting focus of aggressors makes a difficult nation victory much less likely than in Hearts of
Iron. The game designers ask you to choose either Rome, Carthage or Ptolemaic Egypt. Each nation has smaller goals that help guide your overall strategy and provide useful resource or unit rewards when it is achieved. No other nation has smaller goals. Carthage has no narrow enemies and a vast
territory. The interior of North Africa can be developed without resistance. About half of the Iberian Peninsula can be captured without fighting another aggressive nation. Part of Africa has isolated neutral cities that can be conquered with ease. Carthage begins with a strong navy and all naval technology.
The only major power nearby is Ptolemaic Egypt, which shares a narrow and acceptable land border. But Carthage has relatively weak mid- and late-game land units. If you want to use a turtle strategy without immediate warfare while seeking a culture or technology victory, Carthage is the nation you
need to choose. I won a cultural victory in the 166th round with Carthage. Carthage never waged a long land war with a great power. I eliminated the neutral cities, focused on the growth of my population and the colonization of North Africa, and took over most of the Iberian Peninsula while maintaining a
strong navy and a strong defense force against Egypt. Ptolemaic Egypt has a quiet border with Carthage, but active opposition in Anatolia. Egypt has a very large starting population, a strong navy, a corner position and an obvious axis of attack by Anatolia. If it avoids a two-front war with Carthage and
Anatolia, it can focus on a single axis of attack. Or the Egyptians can wage a defense war in Anatolia and Syria, and Carthage can fight for control of Africa. Either way, Egypt has clear opportunities for expansion and can win if it does not choose a two-front war. Rome begins in a dangerous position with
several enemies in Italy and a weak navy. Compared to Carthage or Egypt, Rome has been at war with the knife from the very beginning. But Rome has the most powerful land forces if it can survive until the early half. Rome begins to build the 4/4/2 Principes unit. During my game, I didn't find a land unit
as strong as the 6/5/2 base legionnaires unit in the late game. The longer the game lasts, the stronger the Roman armies become. Rome wins if it Eliminate enemies and gain the breathing space needed to commission enough Principes and finally Legionnaires. I won Rome in 167 rounds at difficulty level
3, almost the same number of rounds for my Carthage culture victory. I doubt, however, that a cultural gain could be made much faster, given the speed of research on the technology tree. A military victory, as Rome could come faster with more aggressive games. My 4x strategy doesn't lose Build
strength, defend your territory purchases and complete with a win. Rush strategies have a high early game failure rate. Even given my cautious style of play: 20 opponents, an effective combat AI and sheer logistics and rebellion problems speak against most players who quickly win the 282BC game. In
summary, a win in the 282BC game is likely to be a long, slow, grinding one. Overall, the 282BC game is a long snail's feast. Three nations have a clear path to victory with Rome with a tough early game. The player learns first-hand how the eternally arguing Greek states are slowly killing each other, only
for everyone to be swallowed by Rome, Egypt or Carthage at some point. Some game Quirks No game is perfect, and Aggressors has its foibles. The Scramble launch game starts with a settler unit and a nomadic unit. This nomadic unit can live without supplies from the land. Subsequent nomads will not
be able to live off the land until the exploration phase of the game is largely over. When your magical supply nomad is killed, exploring the map becomes a much slower and more difficult process. Don't let your spell-supply nomad die in battle and never consume it to build a city. Aggressors: Ancient
Rome is a complex game that requires thoughtful resource management. The 282BC starting game puts the player in a highly complicated tactical and strategic situation. You can easily be overwhelmed when you start playing the 282BC game without first starting in the lower game. But the designers
unwisely set their tutorial in the 282BC game. I started playing the 282BC tutorial and got lost. Then I read the 225-page manual and played some Scramble Start games. Only then i could understand and enjoy the 20 opponents 282BC game. Extinct nations can return from the dead. Keep a strong
garrison in the former capitals until the technology that prevents revolts is learned and that technology is built in former capitals. In my 166 gymnastics victory as Carthage rom was forever depressed revolts. In a Scramble launch game, I built up a handful of powerful military units and attacked a
technologically backward-looking nation that is attacking my turf. My opponent had turned off my former neighbor Sparta decades ago. I flashed my opponent and conquered the former Spartan capital and a gold mine. Then the Spartan capital revolted, most of my elite units moved to Sparta, and I had a
born-again and well-armed Sparta on my border. Be very, very careful about how you deal with former capitals. The Victory video clip is designed for all nations and all types of Identical. This was a strange oversight by the designers taking into account other wonderful features integrated into the design.
You're exploring many possible upgrades to your units. But most upgrades aren't worth the cost. After a first attack, the upgrades offensive/defense are clearly exhausted until the unit is fully healthy again. But some upgrades work well, regardless of unit damage. Important upgrades for the middle to late
game are flash blitz two attacks per turn), steadfast (allows multiple defenses per turn), city attack, paramedics (allowing much faster healing of the damaged unit – an important military technology) and occasionally increased movement. Spending the time and resources to build a super-elite unit receives
a devastating first attack that is quickly exhausted when casualties are suffered. Random events can radically change the game. Sometimes earthquakes hit cities and units in limited areas. But a worldwide plague hit a game with about 75% of the world's population dying over a few twists and turns. I
wonder if The Avengers opponent Thanos had used the infinity stones in the galaxy that held my game world. I see this as an interesting chaos factor that occasionally sums up the game world, not design flaws. Summary Aggressors is really two games in one and both are excellent. The Scramble Start
traditional 4x game is highly polished, slightly customized, and can be aligned to more of a random map wargame or a traditional slow-developing 4x game. The game does not put opponents in impossible starting positions in Scramble starting games. Aggressor's Ancient Rome is one of the best ground
combat, military-focused 4x games ever sold. There are many complex features, but these features allow someone who has read the manual to get a lot of information very quickly. Managing a huge empire on a large map will be pretty quick and easy if you master the controls. Finally, the game can be
easily adjusted to the n. degree that should allow each player to set up a challenging and interesting game. This game has the best 4x AI I've ever played against. If you do without Rome and especially if you play on a large land mass, the Scramble Start 4x game is very challenging. The AI will hit you
with a wave of enemies, exploit breaks in your lines, and often pull back damaged units for retrofitting. The only notable mistake I noticed in AI was the inability to carry out large-scale amphibious invasions on a well-defended island. But AI can easily exploit a land mass, can provide a good military
adversary, and is competent (but not great) in research. The AI still can't compete with a reasonably talented human opponent, but is excellent compared to other 4x AIs. The 282BC game with 20 nations will be a long, slow grind. Winning the 282BC game requires a solid understanding of the game
mechanics. The game is much easier to learn with a Scramble start with only two starting units at the bottom of the technology tree. The offers much stronger rewards when playing Rome, Carthage or Ptolemaic Egypt. Many of the other 17 nations are quite hopeless – think poland in 1939. But the three
nations proposed by designers will probably need very different strategies to win. In sum, Aggressors is an excellent game if you want to combat heavy 4x games with intelligent resource management. [This originally appeared on ] ]
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